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Human behavior as it relates to health is 
dynamic
Orientation is relevant for understanding

◦ Behavioral change – across age, time
◦ Changes in process – across age, time
◦ Differential intervention effects – across age, time



A motivating example
We know that negative affect and craving to smoke are tightly linked 
among addicted smokers. What does recovery look like?

TVEM can address questions such as:
Is negative affect differentially associated with craving at various 
points in the smoking cessation process?



Suppose an intervention was conducted to reduce risky alcohol use
2-arm RCT

Post-baseline measurement
◦ One time point
◦ Two time points
◦ Multiple time points (moving window)

A thought exercise
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Longitudinal data typically collected to capture temporal changes in 
a process
Natural to expect that both the outcome and the relationships 
between the covariates and the outcome may change over time
TVEM is designed to evaluate whether and how the effects of 
covariates change over time

TVEM: Direct extension of regression



Regression coefficients express associations between variables

Traditional regression predicting outcome Y

TVEM allows coefficients to be dynamic

TVEM: Direct extension of regression

𝑌=𝛽! + 𝛽"𝑥 + 𝑒

𝑌=𝛽! 𝒕 + 𝛽" 𝒕 𝑥 + 𝑒



In TVEM, estimate regression 
coefficients (i.e., associations) 
as flexible function of 
continuous time
Use figure to interpret a 
“coefficient function”

Coefficient functions are estimated
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Let’s think about smoking cessation
Regression coefficient expresses this association:

TVEM allows coefficients to be dynamic:

𝐶𝑅𝐴𝑉𝐼𝑁𝐺!=𝛽" + 𝛽#𝐴𝐹𝐹𝐸𝐶𝑇! + 𝜖!

𝐶𝑅𝐴𝑉𝐼𝑁𝐺!$=𝛽"(𝒕) + 𝛽#(𝒕)𝐴𝐹𝐹𝐸𝐶𝑇!$ + 𝜖!$
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History of TVEM
1990’s
◦ Functional regression analysis introduced in statistical literature (Hastie & 

Tibshirani, 1993; Hoover et al., 1998)

2010
◦ SAS software released
◦ Runze Li, Penn State



History of TVEM
2012-2015
◦ Demonstration papers + workshops
◦ Supplemental issue: Nicotine and Tobacco 

Research
◦ Applied researchers began using TVEM

2015
◦ SAS software expanded

◦ random effects, robust standard errors, weights



History of TVEM
2015-present
◦ Demonstration papers + workshops
◦ Online resources developed

2021
◦ Springer book published
◦ Corresponding website – SAS syntax
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Nicotine addiction
Tobacco use: Leading global cause of preventable death
95% cessation attempts end in relapse; withdrawal symptoms 
primary reason

Improved understanding of withdrawal symptoms and how 
treatments alleviate them could
◦ Inform tailored treatments (to people, to time)



Wisconsin Smokers’ Health Study
1504 daily smokers enrolled in smoking cessation RCT
Placebo group
◦ Counseling only

Treatment groups
◦ Counseling + single med (lozenge, patch, Bupropion)
◦ Counseling + two meds

Real-time assessment of dynamic phenomena
(withdrawal symptoms, mood, behavior)



Study design
EMA: 4 assessments per day
◦ Waking
◦ 2 random
◦ Bedtime

Assessed withdrawal symptoms 
(craving, affect, hunger), smoking, 
motivation



Time-varying effects of smoking interventions
Goal 1: Study the underlying dynamics of craving during cessation 
attempt
Goal 2: Estimate effect of treatment on decoupling craving from its 
key drivers (e.g., negative affect)

From Lanza et al. (2014) Nicotine and Tobacco Research



Measures
Outcome: Craving during first two weeks of quit attempt
◦ Intensively assessed via EMA

Predictors:
◦ Baseline nicotine dependence (not time-varying, but effect can be!)
◦ Negative affect (time-varying)

Moderator: Treatment group



Specify model
What varies with time?
◦ Mean craving (intercept function)
◦ Negative affect
◦ Effect of negative affect (slope function)
◦ Effect of baseline dependence (slope function)

𝐶𝑅𝐴𝑉𝐼𝑁𝐺!$ = 𝛽" 𝑡 + 𝛽# 𝑡 𝐴𝐹𝐹𝐸𝐶𝑇!$ + 𝛽% 𝑡 𝐷𝐸𝑃! + 𝜖!$



Effect on craving: Negative affect

Lanza et al. (2014) 
Nicotine and Tobacco 
Research

Placebo

Treatment



Effect on craving: Baseline dependence

Placebo

Treatment

Lanza et al. (2014) 
Nicotine and Tobacco 
Research



Implications for smoking cessation
Think differently about treatment effects
With time, treatment changes the relationship between baseline 
dependence and craving

Treatment diffuses role of negative affect – a key driver of craving –
early in quit attempt



Broader implications
Effects of static “baseline” variables can change over time
Effect of treatment in standard RCT may be time-varying
◦ Model intervention processes we posit

Could inform tailoring of treatment to individuals and to time
(adaptive intervention designs)
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E-cigarette use among adolescents
Developed as “reduced harm product” thus often considered safe 
alternative to traditional cigarettes (Cobb et al., 2010)

Inhalation-activated heat turns solution (nicotine, other additives) 
into vapor
◦ Eliminates combustion/smoke, but long-term effects of use inconclusive 

(Chapman & Wu, 2014; Cobb et al., 2010; Pepper & Brewer, 2014, Williams & Talbot, 2011)

Adolescent use rising rapidly
◦ Gateway to traditional cigarettes?



National Youth Tobacco Study
Cross-sectional data from 2014
CDC to assess “tobacco-related beliefs, attitudes, 
behaviors, and exposure to pro- and anti-
tobacco influences”
22,007 US middle- and high-school students
◦ ages 11-19 (mean 14.5 years)
◦ 49% female
◦ 29% Hispanic, 48% NH White, 17% NH Black



Etiology of traditional and e-cigarette use
Goal 1: Estimate disparities in rates of use across adolescence for sex 
and race/ethnicity population subgroups
Goal 2: Estimate prevalence of use of both products as a continuous 
function of age throughout adolescence

From Lanza et al. (2017) Addictive Behaviors



Measures
Current traditional cigarette smoking
◦ 1 for use in past 30 days, 0 otherwise (6.4% yes)

Current e-cigarette smoking
◦ 1 for use in past 30 days, 0 otherwise (9.2% yes)

Age (to nearest year)

Sex, Race/ethnicity (moderators)



Specify model (logistic TVEM)
What varies with age?
◦ Probability of cig use
◦ Probability of e-cig use
◦ Effects of sex, race/ethnicity
◦ Effect of cig on e-cig (age-varying odds ratio)

𝑙𝑛
𝑝(𝐶𝐼𝐺!)

1 − 𝑝(𝐶𝐼𝐺!)
= 𝛽" 𝑎𝑔𝑒 + 𝛽# 𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝑆𝐸𝑋!

𝑙𝑛
𝑝(𝐸_𝐶𝐼𝐺!)

1 − 𝑝(𝐸_𝐶𝐼𝐺!)
= 𝛽" 𝑎𝑔𝑒 + 𝛽# 𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝐶𝐼𝐺!



E-cigarette and traditional cigarette use: 
Sex differences (ages 11-19)

E-cigarettes Traditional Cigarettes

Female
Male

Female

Male

From Lanza et al. (2014) Addictive Behaviors



E-cigarette and traditional cigarette use: 
Race/ethnicity differences (ages 11-19)

E-cigarettes Traditional Cigarettes

Black

White
Hispanic

Black

White

Hispanic

From Lanza et al. (2014) Addictive Behaviors



Use of both products
(odds ratio, ages 11-19)

Among those age 12, adolescents
using e-cigarettes are >40 times

as likely to use traditional cigarettes
compared to those not using e-cigarettes

From Lanza et al. (2014) Addictive Behaviors



Implications for policy and prevention
Identification of key ages of risk can inform targeted, age-
appropriate intervention
Traditional and e-cigarette use go hand in hand, particularly in very 
early adolescence
Early use of e-cigarettes significantly more likely among Hispanic 
youth, suggesting greater risk for future nicotine dependence
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TVEM applied to ILD: smoking cessation
Lanza et al. (2014). Advancing the 
understanding of craving during smoking 
cessation attempts: A demonstration of the 
time-varying effect model. Nicotine and 
Tobacco Research, 16 Suppl 2, S127-S134

◦ Real time
◦ Time in intervention



TVEM 4 ways: marijuana use
Lanza et al. (2016). Time-varying effect 
modeling to address new questions in 
behavioral research: Examples in marijuana 
use. Psychology of Addictive Behaviors. 30(8), 
939-954

◦ Historical time
◦ Age (developmental time)
◦ Age of onset
◦ Historical time



TVEM book: corresponding website
https://aimlab.psu.edu/tvem/all-figures/

https://aimlab.psu.edu/tvem/


https://aimlab.psu.edu/tvem/

Additional resources:

o Intro video

o Webinar

o Software

o Learning path

o Teacher’s corner

oRecent papers

https://aimlab.psu.edu/tvem/


Analyzing contemporary data sources 
holds promise to advance knowledge
National epi data (age)
Long-running repeated cross-sectional studies (historical time)
Long-running longitudinal panel studies (developmental time)

Intensive longitudinal data (real time)

Or maybe time isn’t really time at all…



Prevalence of AUD as a function of # drinks 
(heaviest drinking occasion)

Linden-Carmichael et al. 
(2018) Alcohol and 
Alcoholism
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